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UPDATE ON BARRY
As we approach Barry’s second anniversary of his
crash, we thought many of you would like an update.
He is adapting well to his new lifestyle.
He continues to share a bottle of whiskey with PH’s
and clients while puffing on cigars. The family took
their annual vacation in Namibia again this year and
he is planning another trip next month. In the photo to
the right is Barry with a gorgeous gemsbuck taken by
Morgan this June.

HUNTING HIGHLIGHTS
As our season is comes to an end we would like to
share some of this year’s highlights. We had many
interesting clients and families visit us this year.

STAFF INTRODUCTION
We would like to formally introduce you to Lloyd Freitag.
Lloyd is a young lad just out of school. In fact he was in
school with Scot and Frederick.
He has taken over our vermin control department and
helps out wherever he is needed. The picture below
shows Lloyd and Mike with some of their hunting dogs.
You may have seen his video on Facebook carrying a
blue wildebeest, it’s a must see.

For instance, father and son hunters, Tim and Hunter
took their first African safari this year in Namibia. Tim
expressed how important getting a nice kudu was.
Once Scot spotted a kudu Hunter grabbed the rifle
from his father and shot his kudu, seen in the image to
the left. The kudu pictured below was taken by Jacob
on his first morning hunting alone in South Africa.
Once again we had the pleasure of hosting Craig
Boddington in South Africa. You can read all about
Craig’s hunt with us here. He is pictured below with
his three-horned eland. Be sure to check out SCI’s
auction catalogue for Craig’s celebrity hunt with us in
Namibia next year.
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